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1

INTRODUCTION

The World Wide Web has become an important means to
distribute and retrieve information for people around the
world. However, the hyperlink-based network do not reflect
machine-readable semantics, so it can hardly support
accurate information retrieval and intelligent services
because search engines and applications cannot understand
the content of web pages and the semantic relationships
among pages through simple hyperlinks on the current web
(Allan, 1997; Henzinger, 2001; Tudhope and Taylor, 1997).
Tim Berners-Lee proposed the concept of semantic web
to improve the current web by means of giving web
pages well-defined meaning (Berners-Lee et al., 2001;
Hendler, 2001, 2003). It is mainly based on ontology
mechanisms and mark-up languages such as XML and
RDF (Bray et al., 1997; Decker et al., 2000; Klein, 2001;
Lassila and Swick, 1999b). RDF is an approach for
processing metadata. It provides inter-operability between
applications that exchange machine-understandable
information on the web (Lassila and Swick, 1999a). An
approach for knowledge representation by extending the
RDF schema is presented in Broekstra et al. (2001). The
semantic grid, a natural development of semantic web and
grid, intends to incorporate the advantages of both (Foster et
al., 2002; Hendler, 2001). OIL (Ontology Inference Layer),
a major spin-off from the IST project On-To-Knowledge
(Fensel et al., 2000), is a web-based representation and
inference layer for ontology mechanisms, which unifies
three important aspects provided by different communities:
•
•
•

formal semantics and efficient reasoning support, as
provided by Description Logics
epistemological rich modelling primitives, as provided
by the Frame community
a standard proposal for syntactical exchange
notations, as provided by the web community
(Fensel et al., 2000).

DAML Query Language (DQL) and RDF Query Language
(RQL) are two kinds of query interface for semantic web.
DQL is a formal language and protocol for a querying agent
(which is referred to a client) and an answering agent
(which is referred to as a server) to use in conducting a
query-answering dialogue using knowledge represented in
DAML+OIL (Fikes et al., 2002). RQL is a typed functional

language and relies on a formal model for directed labelled
graphs, permitting the interpretation of superimposed
resource descriptions by means of one or more
RDF schemas. RQL adapts the functionality of
semi-structured/XML query languages to the peculiarities of
RDF, but it enables uniform query of both resource
descriptions and schemas (Karvounarakis et al., 2002).
The semantic web has a great potential. However, there
exist many difficulties in its full implementation.
Easy-to-use and easy-to-build are two important criteria that
determine the success or failure of a new technique. So we
have proposed the Semantic Link Network (SLN) as a
model to facilitate the semantic web (Zhuge, 2003). The
semantic link is the natural extension of the current
hyperlink (Zhuge, 2003). It provides the primitives to
represent semantic relationships among resources (concepts,
documents, images, etc).
In this paper, an algebra model for SLN is developed,
based on our previous SLN model. The semantic links and
reasoning rules are first enriched and then a computing
model of SLN including semantic link reasoning and
operations is proposed. Based on a semantic matrix
representation of SLN, a matrix-based reasoning theory and
management approach is developed.

2
2.1

SEMANTIC LINK REASONING
Enriched semantic links

Our previous SLN model has seven semantic link
primitives: cause-effective link (ce), implication link (imp),
subtype link (st), similar-to link (sim), instance link (ins),
sequential link (seq) and reference link (ref) (Zhuge, 2003,
2004b). A semantic link with semantic factor (semantic
relationship) α between two resources r1 and r2 is denoted
α
as r1 
→ r2 . The following semantic links and operations
are added.
•

Equal-to link, denoted as e, indicates that two resources
are identical in semantics. Obviously, a resource is
equal to itself. Equality relationship can be regarded as
a special case of the similar relationship. So all rules of
the similar-to link also holds for the equal-to link by
replacing the similar-to link with the equal-to link.
The equal-to link is useful in SLN reasoning processes.
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Empty link, denoted as φ, represents that two resources
are absolutely irrelevant in semantics.
Null link or unknown link, denoted as Null or N,
indicates that the semantic relationship between two
resources is uncertain or unknown. Null relationship
means that the semantic relationship between two
resources is not known, although there may exist some
semantic relationship. Null relationship can be replaced
with some other relationship, once it is changed by
users or derived by reasoning mechanism.
Non-α relationship, denoted as Non(α) or αN for some
semantic relationship α, which means that there does
not exist the α relationship between two resources.
Sometimes, it is useful in reasoning process if we know
that there is no certain semantic relationship between
two resources.
op
Opposite relationship, denoted as r1 
→ r2 , which
states that the successor declares the opposite idea of
op
op
the predecessor. If r1 
→ r2 and r2 
→ r3 hold, we
sim
can get that r1 → r3 . The opposite relationship is
op
op
symmetrical, i.e., r1 
→ r2 is equal to r2 
→ r1 .

•
•

•

•

Although the semantic relationship e and Null may not be
marked on the SLN, they are surely useful and important to
the semantic reasoning over an SLN.
2.2

Reasoning rules

Reasoning among semantic relationship is to get some
unknown or unmarked semantic relationship between two
resources by reasoning rules. For example, suppose that
ce
ce
d1 
→ d 2 and d 2 
→ d3 are two semantic relationships
between documents, we can get the third semantic
ce
relationship between documents d1 and d3: d1 
→ d3
according to the transitive characteristic of the
cause-effective link.
Twenty-two reasoning rules about seven types of
semantic links have been given in Zhuge (2003). More
domain-dependent reasoning rules can be developed
according to application requirement. Based on new
semantic links and relationships discussed above, new
domain-independent reasoning rules can be obtained as
shown in Table 1.
Table 1 Reasoning rules
No.
1
2

Rules
e

e

r 
→ r ' ⇒ r ' 
→r
e
α
α
r 
→ r ', r ' 
→ r '' ⇒ r 
→ r ''

α
e
α
r →
r' , r' 
→
r ' ' ⇒ r →
r' '

3

α
N
N
r 
→ r ', r ' 
→ r '' ⇒ r 
→ r ''
N
α
N
r 
→ r ', r ' 
→ r '' ⇒ r 
→ r ''

4

A semantic factor α is stronger than another α′, denoted as
α′ ≤ α or α ≥ α′, if α′ is implied by α in semantics. That is
to say, if there exists a semantic factor α between two
resources, then there must exist a semantic factor α′. It is
obvious that the implication relationship is reflexive,
asymmetric and transitive. For two semantic factors α and
β, if α ≥ β and β ≥ α, then α = β.
Specially, it is stipulated that each of the seven semantic
factors (ce, imp, sim, ins, ref, st and seq) is weaker than the
equal-to semantic factor, which means that a resource can
be viewed as a cause, an implication, an instance, a subtype,
a similarity, a reference or a sequence of itself. Therefore
we have ce ≤ e, imp ≤ e, etc.
By using reasoning rules, the Null semantic links among
resources over a semantic network can be updated to some
certain semantic links that are derived by logical reasoning.
In the following discussion, certain semantic links (which is
marked clearly over the network) and Null semantic factors
(which are unmarked over the network) are all called
semantic factors.
Figure 1 is an example of semantic link network.
ce
ins
For the semantic links r1 
→ r3 and r3 
→ r4 shown in
ce
Figure 1, the semantic link r1 → r4 can be deduced
according to the reasoning rule ce • ins Æ ce (Zhuge, 2003).

φ
N
α
r 
→ r ', r ' 
→ r '' ⇒ r 
→ r ''
φ
N
α
r 
→ r ', r ' 
→ r '' ⇒ r 
→ r ''

5

r → r ', r ' → r '' ⇒ r → r ''

6

r → r ' ⇒ r ' → r

op

op

op

sim

op

Figure 1 Example of SLN

3

OPERATIONS ON SEMANTIC FACTOR

We herein provide three operations: reversion, addition and
multiplication for representing transformation and
composition of semantic links. These operations take one or
two semantic relationships as input and produce a new
semantic relationship as output. Reversion is a unary
operation for its unique input, while addition and
multiplication are two binary operations, for they need two
semantic relationships as their input.
Definition 1 (Reversion): If there is a semantic relation α
from r1 to r2, then there is a reverse semantic relationship
from r2 to r1, we call it reversion relationship, denoted as
Reverse (α) or αR.
For example, a cause-effective link from r1 to r2 means that
r1 is the cause of r2 and r2 is the effect of r1, i.e., a
Reverse(ce) relation from r2 to r1. A semantic relation and
its reverse declare the same thing, but the reverse
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relationship is useful in reasoning. Obviously we have the
following operational laws:
•
•
•
•
•

eR = e
NR = N
φR = φ
simR = sim (similarity degree is the same)
(αR)R = α.

Definition 2 (Addition operation): If there exist two
semantic links with semantic factors α and β from r1 to r2
over an SLN, then the two semantic links can be merged
into one with the semantic factor α + β. The addition
operation is depicted in Figure 2. Such semantic link
merge operation is determined by the addition operation of
α and β.
For example, if there exist two semantic links ce and seq
from r1 to r2 over an SLN, then the meaning of the semantic
link from r1 to r2 is ce + seq, which means that r1 is not only
the cause but also the predecessor of r2. The addition
operation can be extended from two semantic links to n
semantic links α1, α2, …, αn and the result can be denoted
as α1 + α2 + …+ αn or ∑ αι (1 ≤ i ≤ n).
Conflict occurs when there exist two semantic factors α
and αN between the same pair of resources. That means that
a semantic conflict occurs in SLN when α + αN occurs
during reasoning. For example, each of the following
addition expressions leads to the semantic conflict: α + φ
(α ≠ φ), op + e, op + ce, op + st, op + sim and op + imp.
Once a conflict occurs, the most important thing is to deal
with the conflict by modifying the involved semantic links
or resources. Only a consistent SLN can properly support
problem-solving and question-answering. So in the
following discussions, if not specified, operations and
reasoning are carried out only in a consistent SLN.

Characteristic 1: For any two semantic factors α and β
involved in a consistent SLN, we have α ≤ α + β and
β ≤ α+β.
Characteristic 2: For any three semantic factors α, β and γ
involved in a consistent SLN, if α ≥ β and α ≥ γ, then
α ≥ β + γ holds.
Definition 3 (Multiplication operation): Assume there exist
two semantic relations: α is from r1 to r2 and β is from r2 to
r3 over a consistent SLN. If we can get the semantic factors
γ1, γ2, …, and γk from r1 to r3 by reasoning based on prior
assumption, then we call the reasoning process
multiplication operation, denoted as α × β = γ where
γ = γ1 + γ2 + … + γk.
Figure 3 shows an example of the multiplication process.
Assume that there exist reasoning rules α × β → γ1,
α × β → γ2, …, α × β → γk, and γ = γ1 + γ2 + … + γk, then
the following reasoning rule α × β → γ holds. And if the
result of α × β is ambiguous, we denote the multiplication
of α and β is Null, i.e., α × β = Null.

Figure 3 Example of multiplication operation: α × β = γ

In fact, the process of multiplication of n semantic relations,
denoted as α1 × α2 × … × αn, is the process of a logical
reasoning. Assume that there are n + 1 resources, denoted as
α i +1
r0, r1, …, rn and n semantic relations ri →
ri +1 ，
0 ≤ i ≤ n–1, the objective of the multiplication of these n
semantic relations is to get the semantic relation from r0 to
rn. Based on the above two definitions, we can get the
following multiplication operation laws.
Multiplication operation laws:

Figure 2 Addition operation of semantic relations

According to the definition of addition operation, we have
the following operation laws and characteristics.
Laws for addition operation:
•
•
•
•
•

α + α = α (Idempotency).
α + β = β + α (Commutativity)
(α + β) + γ = α + (β + γ) (Associative addition).
α + Null = α, Null + α = α.
If α′ ≤ α, then α + α′ = α. Specially, e + α = e, where α

•

is a semantic factor that is compatible with e.
For example, if α is any one of the prior seven semantic
factors, e + α = e holds according to the stipulation in
Section 2.2.
(α + β)R = αR + βR.

•
•
•
•
•

α × e = α, e × α = α.
α × N = N, N × α =N.
α × φ=N, φ × α=N. Specially, φ × φ = N, this means
that the multiplication of φ × φ is not fixed on φ.
(α + β ) × γ = α × γ + β × γ, α × (β + γ) = α × β + α × γ.
(α × β)R = βR × αR.

Lemma 1:

For

any

semantic

relations

α
r1 
→ r2 ,

β
γ
r1 
→ r2 , and r2 
→ r3 in a consistent SLN, if α ≥ β, the
relation between two semantic meanings from r1 to r3 is
α × γ ≥ β × γ.

Proof: For any semantic relations α, β and γ, if α ≥ β holds
in a consistent SLN, we have α + β = α according to
addition laws and α × γ= (α + β) × γ=α × γ+β × γ ≥ β × γ
according to the multiplication laws, so the lemma holds.
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In many cases, the reasoning rules are commutative,
i.e., α × β = β × α. For example, ce × st = st × ce and
imp × st = st × imp hold. However, we cannot assure the
commutative characteristic holds for any two semantic
relations.
Another issue is that whether the multiplication
combination law α × (β × γ) = (α × β) × γ holds or not. Take
Figure 4(a) for example, there are two ways to compute the
semantic relation from r1 to r4:
•
•

compute the semantic relation from r1 to r3 firstly as
showed in Figure 4(b) and the result is (α × β) × γ
compute the semantic relation from r2 to r4 firstly as
showed in Figure 4(c) and the result is α × (β × γ).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4 Orders of the multiplication

Obviously, the two results are both reasonable. However,
we cannot assure whether these results are equivalent.
A way to solve this problem is to take the summation
of the two results as the final result. It is feasible to get
the precise result considering all reasonable results.
So the semantic relation from r1 to r4 of this example is
α × (β × γ) + (α × β ) × γ.
We can easily verify that the multiplication will be Null if
one of α, β and γ is Null, which means Null × β × γ = Null,
α × Null × γ = Null and α × β × Null = Null. And the result
can be extended to the multiplication for n semantic
relationships and the following corollary describes this
character.
Corollary 1: For n semantic relationships α1, α2, …, and
αn, the multiplication α1 × α2 × … × αn will be Null if there
is some αi such that αi = Null.
The proof for the corollary is easy by using induction on the
basic condition: α × N = N and N × α = N.
4
4.1

MATRIX REPRESENTATION FOR SLN
AND MATRIX-BASED REASONING
Concept definition

Similar to any other networks, an SLN can be represented as
a directed graph with semantic relations. So an SLN can be
expressed as S(N, L), where N is a set of resource nodes and
L is a set of directed semantic links.
As discussed above, a semantic link can be appended to an
SLN once the exact meaning between two resources can be
derived through logical reasoning. So we can get a closure
for the SLN by adding semantic links over an SLN.

Definition 4 (Closure of SLN): The closure of an SLN
S(N, L) is a new SLN (N, L′), denoted as Closure(S) or S+,
where L′ is constructed as follows:
•
•

all semantic links included in L are included in L′
a semantic link from a resource to another is appended
to L′ if the semantic relation between the two resources
is available via reasoning on L.

The closure is unique for a given SLN. We say two SLNs
are equivalent if their closures are the same, i.e., two SLNs
are equivalent if and only if their closures are identical. An
SLN is equivalent to its closure. And the equivalence
between SLNs is reflexive, symmetric and transitive.
An SLN S(N,L) is said to be included by another one
T(N′,L′) if N ⊆ N′ and L ⊆ L′, denoted as S ⊆ T.
Obviously S ⊆ S+.
Lemma 2: For two SLNs S and T, S is equivalent to T if and
only if T ⊆ S+ and S ⊆ T+.
Proof: The proof consists of the following two steps:
(1) If S is equivalent to T, then S+ = T+, S ⊆ S+, T ⊆ T+.
(2) For any semantic link sl in T+, we can get that sl can be
retrieved from T, T ⊆ S+, sl can be retrieved from S+.
That is to say, sl belongs to Closure(S+) = S+. It means
that sl is in S+, obviously T+ ⊆ S+. Also we have
S + ⊆ T +.
According to equations (1) and (2) we have S+ = T+.
A semantic link can be removed if the attached semantic
relations can be deduced by other semantic links. And these
links are called redundant semantic links in view of
reasoning. A minimal cover can be obtained by removing all
redundant semantic links from the original SLN.
Definition 5 (Minimal Cover for SLN): An SLN M is the
minimal cover of another S, if M and S satisfy the following
conditions.
•
•

M+ = S+
no semantic link sl exists in M such that (M – sl)+ = M+
holds.

A minimal cover of an SLN is a refined SLN, which
involves the least number of semantic links and keeps
equivalent to the original. We can use the approach for
refining a rule base to get the minimal cover that is
important to maintain an SLN (Zhuge et al., 2003).
4.2

Matrix representation of SLN

An SLN can be represented by an adjacent matrix.
Given an SLN with n resources r1, r2, … , and rn, it can be
represented by matrix as follows, where lij represents the
semantic factor from ri to rj. We call it semantic relationship
matrix (SRM).
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 l11

l
SRM =  21
K
 l
 n1

K l1n 

l22 K l2 n 
.
K K K

ln 2 K ln n 
l12

As discussed in Section 2, the semantic relation from a
resource to itself can be regarded as e, so for any i, lii = e.
And for any i and j, lij = l Rji in an SLN matrix. So the SRM
defined in equation (1) takes the following form. Clearly,
the SRM for an SLN is Reversion symmetrical, denoted
R-Symmetrical.
 e l12
 R
l12 e
SRM = 
K K
 R R
 ln1 ln2

K l1n 

K l2 n 
.
K K

K e 

(2)

If there does not exist marked semantic links between two
resources ri and rj, then we have lij = Null and lji = Null.
For a given SLN, the corresponding matrix defined by
equations (1) or (2) is unique and vice versa. For example,
the right part of Figure 5 is the semantic matrix of the SLN
shown on the left.

Figure 5 A simple SLN and its semantic relationship matrix
4.3

M i* = [li1 , li 2 K lin ] and M * j

(1)

Reasoning with SLN matrix

Reasoning in an SLN is to derive the semantic relation
between two resources by logical reasoning via a series of
semantic relations (links). Assume a consistent SLN
consists of n resources: r1, r2, … , and rn, and its semantic
relationship matrix is M. Can we derive the reliable
semantic relations of any two resources from a semantic
relationship matrix? Obviously, we can get lij as the
semantic relation between ri and rj if it is marked in the
matrix. However, sometimes the matrix tells us Null as the
semantic meaning between ri and rj although it may be any
other semantic relations and can be retrieved by reasoning.
So the reliable semantic relation, denoted as lij# , should be
derived by reasoning.
Theorem 1: In a consistent SLN, a reliable semantic
relation can be computed by using the following formula:
lij# = M i* × M n − 2 M * j ,

where M is the semantic relationship matrix, Mi* is the ith
row vector and M*j is the jth column vector of M, that is:

 l1 j 
l 
2j
=  .
K 
 
 lnj 

Proof: In fact, the solution for getting the reliable semantics
from ri to rj is as follows:
1
2
3

find all possible paths from ri to rj in the SLN
reasoning along each possible path obtained in (1)
take the summation of all reasoning results as the final
result.

Any two resources in the SLN are connected because all
unknown semantic meanings between them are regarded as
Null semantic meaning. Therefore, all paths from ri to rj can
be classified as follows according to their lengths.
•
•
•

•

length = 1: ri → rj, the semantic meaning is lij
length = 2: ri → rk → rj, (1 ≤ k ≤ n), the semantic
meaning summation is ∑liklkj, (1 ≤ k ≤ n)
length = 3: ri → rk → rm → rj, (1 ≤ k,m ≤ n), the
semantic meaning summation is ∑∑(lik×lkm×lmj),
(1 ≤ k, m ≤ n)
………
length = n – 1:
ri → rk1 → rk2 → … → rk(n–2) → rj,
(1 ≤ kp ≤ n, here p is a positive integer and
1 ≤ p ≤ n – 2), the semantic meaning summation is
∑∑ … ∑(li,k1 × lk1,k2 × … × lk(n–3),k(n–2) × lk(n–2),j),
(1 ≤ kp ≤ n,1 ≤ p ≤ n – 2)
………

In the following, we prove that the summation of the
semantic meaning when length = n – 1 implies all others.
We need to check the following two cases:
Case 1: Length < n – 1. We take length = 2 as an example,
assuming that ks = k, while k1 = k2 = … = ks–1 = i and
ks+1 = … = kn–2 = j, the summation is like ∑(e × e × … e
× lik × lkj × e × … × e) = ∑(lik × lkj). That means length = 2
can be viewed as a special case of length = n – 1. Similarly,
it is true for all length < n – 1.
Case 2: Length > n – 1. There must be at least one ring in
the path since there are only n resources. Each of these
paths can be denoted as ri → rk1 → rk2 → …
→ rks → rm → rm1 → … → rmt → rm → rl1 → … → rlp → rj,
the semantic meaning along such a path is
li,k1 × lk1,k2 × … × lks,m × lm,m1 × … lmt,m × lm,l1 × … × llp,j, as
shown in Figure 6. We can easily obtain that
li,k1 × lk1,k2 × … × lks,m × lm,m1 × … lmt,m × lm,l1 × … × llp,j ≤ li,k1
× lk1,k2 × … × lks,m × lm,l1 × … × llp,j because the reasoning
process from the ring rm → rm1 → … → rmt → rm is actually
to compute the semantic meaning from rm to itself and the
result is surely weaker than e. The right part of the
inequality is exactly the semantic meaning by reasoning
along the path ri → rk1 → rk2 → … → rks → rm → rl1 → …
→ rlp → rj, if the length of this path is longer than n, there
must be another ring in the path and we can deal with it as
above till the length is smaller than n. That means the
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semantics of any semantic path with length > n – 1 is
implied by that of a path with length < n.

derived by the above matrix is consistent with the semantic
relationship derived by logical reasoning using the original
SLN shown in Figure 5. If n is huge, the complexity will be
O(n5). We will investigate the solution to this issue in the
next section.
e


αR

 R
R
R
R
 β ×α + γ × δ ×α
δ R ×α R + γ R × β R ×α R


Figure 6 Case length >n – 1

According to Case 1 and Case 2, the summation of all
reasoning results is the summation of the semantic meaning
when length = n – 1, i.e.,

(

And the result is exactly the result of Mi* × M

× M*j.

Corollary 2: Let lij# and lij be the same meaning as defined
above, we have lij# ≥ lij.
We can easily prove Corollary 2 according to the proving
process of Theorem 1.
If we compute the semantic relationships of any two
resources in a consistent SLN by the above formula, then
we can get a new semantic relationship matrix, called a full
semantic relationship matrix (FSRM) denoted as Mf where
M is the original semantic matrix. In fact an FSRM is the
SLN matrix of the closure of the original SLN. We get the
reliable semantic relationship between any two resources in
the SLN through the FSRM. Of course, some of these
semantic relationships are marked clearly and attached with
the semantic factors in the original SLN and the other can
be derived by logical reasoning. The fact is that any logical
reasoning using the semantic relationships can be realised
by the multiplication of the SLN matrix by itself.
The FSRM is surely of concern for an SLN, the causes are
as follows:
•
•

it is an efficient tool to the SLN logical reasoning for
we can get the semantic relationship between any two
resources by searching it in the FSRM
FSRM is useful to detect the inconsistency and
maintain the consistency for an SLN.

The primary method is to find whether there exists a conflict
semantic relationship in the FSRM or not. Further, the
FSRM can be used to manage an SLN.
Corollary 3: For a semantic relationship matrix M and its
FSRM Mf, we have Mf = Mn–1.
The proof for Corollary 3 is trivial and it provides a useful
way to compute the FSRM. The full semantic relationship
matrix for the SLN shown in Figure 5 can be computed by
using Corollary 3 and the result is shown below. It is easy to
testify that the semantic relationship of any two resources

β + λ ×δ R
δ R +γ R × β R

β + δ ×γ R

)

n–2

e
R

α × β +α ×δ ×γ R α ×δ +α × β ×γ 

lij# = ∑ ∑ K ∑ li , k1 × lk1, k 2 × K × lk ( n − 3) , k ( n − 2 ) × lk ( n − 2 ) , j ,

(1 ≤ k p ≤ n,1 ≤ p ≤ n − 2 ) .

α

e

δ + β ×γ
γ + β ×δ

δ × β +γ R

e

R



.




Corollary 4: For a semantic relationship matrix M and its
FSRM Mf, we have Mf × M = Mf.
Proof: We only need to verify that each element of Mf × M
is equal to the corresponding one of F, i.e.,

lij# = li#1 li#2

 l1j 
 
l2j
K lin#   
K
 
 lnj 

= li#1 × l1j + li2# × l2j + L + lin# × lnj .

The right of the equation can be denoted as L#ij . Obviously,
we have:
L#ij = li#1 × l1 j + li#2 × l2 j + L + lij# × l jj + L + lin# × lnj ≥ lij# × l jj
= lij# × e = lij# , i.e., L#ij ≥ lij# .

(3)

(

(

#
lim
× lmj = ∑ ∑ K ∑ li ,k1 × lk1,k 2 × L × lk ( n −3)( n − 2) × lk ( n − 2), m

))

× lmj ≤ lij# , for all 1 ≤ m ≤ n.

According to Characteristic 2, we have:
lij# ≥ li#1 × l1 j + li#2 × l2 j + L + lin# × lnj = L#ij , i.e.,
L#ij ≤ lij# .

(4)

By equation (3) and (4), we have L#ij = lij# , which means that
Mf × M = Mf.
4.4

Partitioned semantic matrix and SLN management

The matrix-based reasoning and management operations
will be complex and time-consuming when the semantic
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relationship matrix becomes huge. Fortunately, the SLN can
be departed into many isolated parts and each of them
belongs to different domains. These parts are almost
irrelevant and the semantic relationship belonging to two
different parts can be regarded as NULL. So the semantic
relationship matrix for the whole SLN can be departed into
many small matrices which can be dealt with easily.
Suppose that the whole SLN S can be departed
into n isolated parts denoted as SP1, SP2, ..., SPn and the
corresponding semantic relationship matrices are M and
P1, P2, .., Pn, then the semantic relationship matrix S takes
the following form.

 P m −1
N 
M f = M m −1 = 

Q m −1 
 N
 P P ( m − m1 )

N
= f
( m − m2 ) 
N
Qf Q


 P ( m1 −1) + ( m − m1 )
=
N

 Pf N 
=
.
 N Qf 

N
Q

( m2 −1) + ( m − m2 )





Hence the theorem holds.
 P1 N

N P2
M =
K K

N N

K N

K N
.
K K

K Pn 

Each N represents a matrix block in which element(s) are all
Null. If not specified, N stands for the same meaning in the
following discussion.
For the convenience of discussion, we take n = 2 as an
example in the following, i.e., the whole SLN is departed
into two parts, other cases can be discussed similarly.
Based on the above assumption and the characters we
have discussed, the following results can be easily deduced.
Lemma 3: For an SLN S, if SP and SQ are two isolated
components, M, P and Q are the corresponding semantic
relationship matrices, i.e.,
P
M =
N

N
.
Q 

So,
 Pk
Mk = 
 N

N

Q k 

holds, where k is a positive integer.
Lemma 3 can be easily proved according to the
multiplication characters of the matrix and the laws of
semantic addition and semantic multiplication.
Theorem 2: Suppose an SLN S consists of SP and SQ, which
are two isolated components, M, P and Q are the
corresponding semantic relationship matrices for S, SP and
SQ, we have
 Pf
Mf =
N

N
.
Q f 

Proof: Suppose that m, m1 and m2 are the ranks for M, P and
Q, m = m1 + m2. According to Corollary 3, Corollary 4 and
Lemma 3, we have:

According to Theorem 2, if an SLN consists of two isolated
parts, the corresponding FSRM can be composed by two
sub-SLN’s FSRM. And Theorem 2 can be easily extended
to the cases of n sub-parts, so we get the following
corollary.
Corollary 5: Suppose an SLN S consists of n isolated
components, M, P1, P2, …, and Pn are the corresponding
semantic relationship matrices for S and SP1, SP2, …, and
SPn, then
 P1 f

N
Mf =
K

N

N
P2 f

K
N

K N

K N
holds.
K K

K Pnf 

The proof for Corollary 5 is similar to that of Theorem 2.
As have discussed, it is a time-consuming process to
compute the FSRM for an SLN. Theorem 2 and Corollary 5
provide a solution to this issue.
During computing an FSRM, it is obvious that the
multiplication is the primary and time-consuming operation.
For a given SLN, suppose that it involves m resources, the
rank for its corresponding SRM is m. In order to compute
the element in FSRM, we can compute Mn–2 first. According
to Theorem 1, m3 multiplication operations are needed to
compute an element in FSRM. So the complexity for
computing its FSRM is O(m5).
According to Theorem 2 and Corollary 5, if an SLN is
composed with two or more separate parts, its FSRM can be
formed through merging FSRMs for all compositive parts.
Suppose m1, m2, …, and mn are the corresponding ranks for
P1, P2, …, and Pn, the complexity for computing FSRM for
the whole SLN is O(m15 + m25 + L + mn5 ). On the assumption
that all parts are equal, the complexity will be
O((m/n)5 × n)), i.e., O(m5/n4). That means the complexity
decreases while n climbs to the limitation m.
Clearly, it is also important to separate the whole SLN
into some isolated parts for checking the consistency and
managing the SLN. Instead of checking the consistency of
the whole SLN, we can check each part. If each parts
is consistent individually, so is the whole SLN and vice
versa.
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Of course it is more efficient to examine the parts than to
examine the whole. Meanwhile, the management operations
for SLN are also easier and more efficient by using the
partitioned semantic matrix. On one hand, almost all
management operations need to verify the consistency.
On the other hand, almost each operation on the whole SLN
can be turned to one of the parts. And the operations on the
part are certainly more efficient than those on the whole.
5

MATRIX-BASED SLN CONSISTENCY
MAINTENANCE AND OPERATIONS

5.1

Semantic consistency maintenance

The information provided by the current web is isolated in
semantics, so it does not have the semantic consistency
issue. However, it is vital to ensure the consistency for
the SLN because the inconsistency in SLN will damage
logical reasoning (Baclawski et al., 2002). As discussed in
Section 3, an inconsistent issue occurs while an impossible
semantic relationship takes place between two resources.
For example, the semantic relationship α + αN from a
resource to another means a confliction. However, it is
important to detect the inconsistent issue for an SLN.
Fortunately, the semantic relationship matrix provides a
useful tool for the detection. While scanning the FSRM, we
can get the reliable semantic relationship between any two
resources. So the next is to decide whether the semantic
relationship is compatible or not. Conflict rules and a
domain-dependent conflict list help the maintenance
mechanism to decide the inconsistency in the SLN with the
conflict rules and list. A conflict rule is used to decide
whether a semantic relation means a confliction. Table 1
shows some conflict rules.
Table 1 Examples for conflict rules (α is any possible
semantic factor in the table)
Conflict rules

Instruction

α + αN means a

Obviously, α and αN are two
incompatible semantic factors
α and φ can not occur in the
same semantic link
op and e are contrary in
semantic meaning
op and imp are contrary in
semantic meaning
op and sub are contrary in
semantic meaning

confliction
α + φ means a
confliction (α ≠ φ)
op + e means a
confliction
op + imp means a
confliction
op + sub means a
confliction

A conflict list depends on application domain and varies
with the practical semantic link network and it can be made
and modified by domain experts. A conflict list lists all
potential cases that can lead to a confliction in the practical
domain.
With conflict rules and the conflict list, a program can
detect any inconsistent semantic relationship in an FSRM.
Once a confliction occurs, the most important thing is to
eliminate it by modifying the related semantic links.

Although an intelligent system can help to detect the
inconsistency and find the outlaw semantic links, domain
experts are responsible for the dominating task.
5.2

SLN manipulation

The SLN provides richer semantics than the hyperlink web.
However, its maintenance cost is higher, because any
operation on resources or semantic links may affect the
semantics of the whole SLN. For example, while deleting a
semantic link, what we should do is not only to delete the
semantic link but also to consider updating some other
involved semantic links via logical reasoning. In many
cases, this is complex and time consuming. Fortunately, the
semantic matrix helps us to manipulate an SLN. The SLN
manipulation concerns two aspects: resource operation and
semantic link operation, which consist of adding, deleting
and updating. So there are six types of basic operations for
an SLN.
Add a new semantic link. A new semantic link needs to be
added to an SLN when one of the following cases occurs:
•
•
•

a brand new semantic relationship is added between
two resources
adding a corresponding semantic link may improve the
reasoning efficiency while a semantic relationship is
frequently used in reasoning
other cases needed to add a new semantic link, such as
after adding some new resources.

When a new semantic link is added, the corresponding
semantic relationship needs to be provided. This operation
is easy if semantic relationships can be derived by
reasoning. All we should do is to add the new link with the
corresponding semantic relationship.
However, if the attached semantic relationship is a new
one, we can deal with it by the following steps:
•
•

decide whether the new semantic relationship conflicts
with semantic links among the SLN or not
if there exists conflict, the operation should be
cancelled, otherwise the semantic link should be added
to the SLN. The first step is the key and should be
completed by the FSRM.

Delete a semantic link. Sometimes a semantic link should be
removed from the SLN. If the corresponding semantic
factor with the removed semantic link can be retrieved from
the SLN, the semantic link can be deleted directly and the
corresponding semantic relationship should be set as Null in
the semantic matrix. If the semantic relationship cannot be
retrieved from the SLN, there may exist some other
semantic links affected by the deleted semantic links.
The following three operations should be carried out:
•
•

•

set the corresponding factor to φ
compute the full semantic relationship matrix again and
find all elements that become φ and for every one of
them, e.g., lij ＝ φ, if there exists a semantic link from
ri to rj, then delete it
delete the semantic link.
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Update a semantic link. This operation consists of the
following two steps:
•
•

delete the old semantic link
add the new one. we can do them as discussed above.

Add a new resource. When adding a new resource, the
semantic factors between the new resource and the other
resource should be provided. We can add resources to the
SLN first and then add the corresponding semantic links to
the SLN according to the add operation as discussed above.
Delete a resource. While deleting a resource, we should
remove all the involved semantic links and should update
other semantic links after removing the resource. For the
corresponding semantic matrix, the corresponding row and
column should be deleted and the SLN should be refreshed.
Update a resource. Similar to the semantic link updating,
this operation consists of the following two steps:
•
•

For a given document, the SLN-Builder provides users
with an interface to add a semantic link. Figure 7 shows the
interface for adding a semantic link. After adding a semantic
link, SLN-Builder must execute verification function to
ensure the semantic link to satisfy the data structure defined
in the SLN-Builder. SLN-Builder stores the document in
XML descriptions. SLN-Builder can also support the delete
of a semantic link. Users can delete a semantic link from the
main interface of the SLN-Builder.

delete the old resource
add a new resource to the SLN. Both steps can be
completed according to the above discussion.

Ensuring the consistency of an SLN is vital for resource and
semantic link operations. The semantic relationship matrix
and the FSRM provide a tool for the manipulation
operations. All these management operations can be
reflected in the matrix. Table 2 lists the operation mapping
between SLN and the semantic relationship matrix.
Table 2 The operation mapping between SLN and semantic
relationship matrix
Manipulation
operations

The operations among
matrix

Instruction

Add a new
semantic link

Append a semantic factor
to the corresponding link

Consistency
checking needed

Delete a
semantic link

Delete a semantic factor
from the corresponding
element

Affected semantic
links needs to be
updated

Update a
semantic link

Change one semantic
factor of the corresponding
element to another

Consistency
checking needed

Add a new
resource node

Add a row and a column
for the new resource

Some semantic
links are added

Delete a
resource node

Delete the corresponding
row and column

Involved semantic
links are deleted

Update a
resource

Replace the
corresponding row and
column with a new one for
the new resource

The
corresponding
semantic links are
updated

6
6.1

Figure 7 Interface for adding a semantic link
6.2

Intelligent browser

Intelligent browser consists of the following components:
FSRM generator, query engine, HTML-Converter and
browser interface. For every SLN, FSRM generator is
executed automatically to create a full semantic relation
matrix. The query engine can query relevant results with
user input in the FSRM and the query results are described
with XML forms. HTML-Converter can convert the above
XML descriptions into HTML files. The browser interface
can provide users with a full query result in an HTML view.
Figure 8 shows a browser interface for the query result.

PROTOTYPE FOR BUILDING AND USING SLN
SLN-builder

The SLN-Builder is a software tool that can add, delete,
verify and store a semantic link. Its source input is a pure
text document and final outputs are two XML document
descriptions: document-content XML descriptions and
semantic-link XML descriptions.

Figure 8 Browser interface for the query result
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6.3

The role of FSRM

As discussed above, FSRM plays an important role in both
reasoning process and consistency-checking process over an
SLN. Through the FSRM of an SLN, we can easily obtain
the accurate semantic meaning of any two given resources.
In order to answer question and provide proper solution
for given problems, it is highly useful to retrieve the
semantic meaning among resources over a proper SLN. By
checking whether there exists any conflict element in
semantic meaning in the corresponding FSRM, we can
check the consistency of an SLN. Any confliction in FSRM
means an inconsistency in the corresponding SLN.
The prototype discussed above includes an FSRM
generator, which provides a way to compute a full semantic
relation matrix automatically.

7

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Just as the construction of the World Wide Web,
constructing a world wide SLN requires us to build local
SLNs first and then merge them to the main. However, as
discussed in Section 6.1, in order to ensure consistency, the
local SLN cannot be combined to the main directly. Again
we need to detect whether the local SLN agree with the
main. The full semantic matrix needs to be re-computed
after the merge operation.
In many cases, users just need a very small portion of the
whole SLN. So a meaningful part should be generated from
the main. The semantic matrix is a useful tool to divide an
SLN into small parts and to ensure their consistency and
integrity.
In order to maintain the semantic consistency, the future
semantic web should establish an authority certification
mechanism just as the UDDI for the current web services.
All the newly added SLN should be carefully verified.
Considering the semantic consistency issue and the cost of
maintenance, the future semantic web should include the
following three layers:
•
•
•

the bottom is the hyperlink network or other
organisation of resources
the middle is the uncertified SLN that can provide some
useful reference information but does not guarantee its
correctness
the top is the certified SLN, which can provide
provable information and explanation.

So far, we have proposed an algebra theory for organising
resources by semantic links and reasoning. The theory
enables the Semantic Link Network SLN to be a promising
model for the semantic web.
Experimental software tools have been developed to assist
users to easily define the semantic link network over a plain
text and to browse the SLN-based text. Experiments show
that the approach is feasible. We have carried out
applications in e-science and e-culture (Zhuge, 2002;
Zhuge, 2004a).
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